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Slipped stitch colorwork is an excellent way to combine two yarns without adding too much 
complexity. You only actually work with one color each round. To create the color-blended 
rounds, stitches are slipped rather than worked so that you retain stitches of the other color 

mixed in with the color you’re actually using to knit.

The pattern, sized for pre-teens to adults, is designed with warmth in mind. The slipped 
stitches create a lining, that thickens up the fabric and makes it more windproof.

The cuff of the mitten is a little wider than usual: this allows you to tuck the sleeve of your 
shirt or sweater into the mitten, inside your coat. There’s plenty of yarn in the skeins to work a 
longer cuff, if that suits your style! And if you want a more traditional style and fit, work more 

rounds of ribbing before the increase, and work only one pattern repeat before you start the 
thumb gusset.

YARN & NEEDLES
US 5 (3.75 mm) needles for small circumferences 
in the round (use double points, long circular, 
or 2 short circulars, as you prefer).

stitch marker
a short length of yarn to use as a stitch holder

Ancient Arts Fibre Crafts Nettle Soft DK
68% Superwash Fine Merino, 32% Nettle
263 yds (240 m) / 100 g
2 skeins used for this project. Colorway shown 
for MC is Old Red Barn, colorway for CC is It 
Takes a Village.

SKILL LEVEL
Beginner

GAUGE
22 sts & 26 rounds = 4 inches in stocking stitch

28 sts = 4 inches in slipped stitch colorwork (it’s 
too hard to count the rounds in slipped stitch 
colourwork)

FINISHED SIZE
XXS (XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)  
To fit: Preteen (Teen/Women’s XS, Women’s 
S, Women’s M, Women’s L/Men’s S, Men’s M, 
Men’s L, Men’s XL) 

Palm Circumference: 6 (6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 
9.5)” / 15.24 (16.41, 17.78, 19, 20.3, 21.59, 22.86, 
24.13) cm

SIZING NOTES
The mitten should be worn with a little negative 
ease. Choose the size with the circumference 
one size smaller than your actual hand 
measurement. Hand length is adjustable to fit.
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TECHNIQUES

LONG TAIL CAST ON
There’s a good tutorial on Knitty for the Long Tail Cast On. 

CAST ON 1 STITCH - make a backwards (e-wrap) loop with the working yarn and place it on 
the right needle. 

2-COLOR EYE OF PARTRIDGE STITCH
Worked over an even number of stitches.

Round 1: With CC, (sl 1, k1).
Round 2: With CC, knit.
Round 3: With MC, (k1, sl 1).
Round 4: With MC, knit.

ABBREVIATIONS

M1 - use the backwards loop method, as in ‘Cast on 1 stitch’ above.

M1R - Insert tip of left needle from back to front under strand of yarn that runs between 
the last stitch on the right needle and the first stitch on the left needle; knit this strand 
through the front loop.

M1L - nsert tip of left needle from front to back under strand of yarn that runs between 
the last stitch on the right needle and the first stitch on the left needle; knit this strand 
through the back loop.
   
SSK - slip the next 2 sts, one by one, as if to knit. Insert the tip of the left needle from left to 
right, into the fronts of those two sts, and knit them together. 1 st decreased.

PM -  place marker

SL 1- When working slipped stitch colorwork, all stitches are slipped purlwise, with the 
working yarn in the back. Keep both colors joined throughout.

INSTRUCTIONS
CUFF
Using MC and Long Tail or Twisted German methods, CO 30 (32, 34, 36, 40, 42, 44, 48) sts. 
Distribute stitches evenly across your needles as you prefer, and join for working in the round.

Ribbing round: (K1, p1) around.

Increase round, 1st size only: (K1, p1, m1) 6 times, k1, p1, k1, m1, (p1, k1, m1) 6 times, p1, k1, p1, 
m1. 44 sts.



Increase round, 2nd, 5th and 8th sizes only: (K1, p1, m1) around. – (48, -, -, 60, -, -, 72) sts.

Increase round, 3rd size only: (K1, p1, m1) 8 times, k1, m1, (p1, k1, m1) 8 times, p1, m1. 52 sts.

Increase round, 4th size only: [(K1, p1, m1) 4 times, k1, m1, (p1, k1, m1) 4 times, p1, m1] twice. 
56 sts.

Increase round, 6th size only: (K1, p1, m1) 10 times, k1, m1, (p1, k1, m1) 10 times, p1, m1. 64 sts.

Increase round, 7th size only: [(K1, p1, m1) 5 times, k1, m1, (p1, k1, m1) 5 times, p1, m1] twice. 
68 sts.

LOWER HAND
Join CC, leaving MC attached.

Work 2-Color Eye of Partridge pattern around until cuff measures 2.5 (2.75, 3, 3, 3, 3.5, 3.75, 4) 
inches, or desired length, ending with round 3 of the pattern.

THUMB GUSSET
Note: gusset increases are always worked on round 2 or 4 of the pattern, the plain knit rounds.

Next round, place marker and start gusset increases: Work in pattern to last st, pm, m1r, k1, m1l. 
2 sts increased. The marker indicates the start of the gusset position. The end of the gusset is at 
the end of the round.

Read before you begin: You’ll need to work the gusset stitches in the pattern as set. The plain 
rounds are easy, of course! How you work the stitches on the slip rounds depends on where 
you are in the increase pattern.

After the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th increases (as applicable), start the gusset with the same 
stitch you worked before the marker. That is, the pattern is out of alignment in the gusset 
compared to the rest of the hand.

After the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th increase (as applicable), the pattern of the gusset stitches 
is aligned with the hand. Just continue the repeat as set from the hand through the gusset 
stitches.

Work 3 rounds even.

Next round, increase: Work in pattern to last st, slip marker, m1r, work in pattern to end of 
round, m1l. 2 sts increased.

Work 3 rounds even.

Repeat the last 3 rounds 5 (5, 5, 6, 6, 5, 6, 7) more times.

Work an increase round followed by 1 even round 0 (1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 3) times. 15 (17, 17, 19, 
21, 23, 25, 25) sts between marker and end of round. The final round worked should be a slip 
round. If you need to, work 1 more round. 4



Next round, divide for thumb: Work in pattern as set to marker, remove marker and slip 15 (17, 
17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 25) gusset sts to scrap yarn. Using the working color for the round, CO 1 st 
using the backwards loop method. 44 (48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72) sts. Make a note of the color 
you’re working with – you’ll need to start working with this one for the thumb.

UPPER HAND
Work even in pattern as set until mitten measures 1 inch short of desired finished length, ending 
with Round 3 of the pattern.

Tip: If you’re not able to try the mitten on the hand that is to wear it, for most, the full length 
of the hand should be the same as the palm circumference. If you’re making mittens for 
someone very tall but very slender, add about half to an inch of extra length. If you’re making 
mittens for someone significantly more curvy but petite in height, a half inch less is probably 
about right.

CLOSURE
Next round, first decrease: With MC, (K2tog, ssk) around. 22 (24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36) sts.

Work 3 rounds in pattern, ending again with Round 3.

Next round, second decrease: With MC, (K2tog, ssk) to last 2 (0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0) sts; k to end if 
required. 12 (12, 14, 14, 16, 16, 18, 18) sts.

Work 1 round in pattern.

Final round: With CC, k2tog around. 6 (6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts.

Cut yarn, leaving a 4-inch tail and pull through final sts to close.

THUMB
Note: Keep the pattern lined up on the thumb stitches. It’s reasonably easy to work out the 
alignment of the stitches. The center stitch of the thumb was second stitch of the repeat. The 
columns that are very prominently CC are the second stitch of the repeat; the columns that 
are very prominently MC are the first stitch of the repeat.

Return the 15 (17, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 25) sts from the holder to needles. With RS facing, rejoin the 
color required (as noted when you separated the thumb sts) and pick up and knit 3 sts in the 
gap, over the cast-on st for the hand. Then picking up where you left off in the pattern – this 
will be a knit round – work to end of held sts in pattern. 18 (20, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 28) sts total.

Distributing sts across needles as you prefer and join for working in the round.

Next round: K3, work in pattern as set (this should be a slip round) to end of round.

Next round, decrease: K2, k2tog, k to last st, work ssk over last st of round and first st of round. 
16 (18, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 26) sts. This position is the new start of round. Rearrange stitches as you 
prefer.
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Continue even in pattern as set until thumb just covers the tip of the wearer’s thumb, ending 
with either Round 1 or 3.

Tip: Unless you’re knitting for someone very tall, the thumb should be about 2 (2.25, 2.25, 2.5, 
2.5, 2.75, 3, 3) inches long.

Using the appropriate next color, k2tog around until 5 sts rem.

Cut yarn, leaving a 4-inch tail and pull through final sts to close.

FINISHING
Wash to block, and then weave in all ends. Use tail at base of thumb to close up the hole 
there.


